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*rHE CORCONS
with wings, claws,

the most famous

Monstrous sisters

and serpent hain
being Medusa.

,.,. 
"""o f these monstrous

'{ " i sisters, Euryale ('Sfide-

(Strong) were immortal, but
Medusa (Ruler) was mortal. All
three were so hideous that a mere

glance at one ofthem could turn
a person into stone.

It is in the story of Perseus

that Medusa reared her ugly

head. This son of Danae and

Zeus had been adopted by King
Polydectes after the boy and his

mother were washed onto his

island. Now, the king had designs

to marry Danae against her will.
Perseus oflered to win whatever

gift the bridegroom desired, even

the head of Medusa if he so

wished, as long as Polydectes

married Hippodameia, his

ofEcial bride, and not Danae.

Polydectes accepted this rash

gesture, and asked Perseus to

bring back Medusa's head-a
seemingly impossible task.

The goddess Athena
overheard the conversation and,

as an enemy of the Gorgons, she

olTered to help Perseus in his

mission. She took him to the

island of Samos where all three

Gorgons could be seen in
pictorial form, so that he could

tell Medusa apart from her

immortal sisters. Athena warned

Perseus not to set eyes directly on

Medusa or he would be turned
to stone. To aid him in his

mission, she gave him a highly
polished shield.

The winged god Hermes,

patron of travelers, lent Perseus a

sickle with which to cut off the

Gorgon's head. Well-prepared for
the task, he set off for the

western land of the
Hyperboreans where the

Gorgons dwelt. Perseus

approached stealthily as the

monstrous sisters slept among
their victims-men and beasts

who had been petrified. Looking
only at the image of Medusa

reflected in his shield, Perseus

raised his sickle and with one

blow sliced offher head. fu her

sisters stirred, Perseus quickly hid
the head with its serpent hair in a

wallet and took flight with the

aid of winged sandals lent to him
by nymphs. The speed and

nimbleness of the sandals enabled

Perseus to outstrip the enraged

pursuing Gorgons. As Perseus

flew over the desert, some drops

of Medusa's blood fell onto the

sand, and swarms of poisonous

snakes emerged.

Meous,r slnlN
The head of Medusa, with snakes

for hair.
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